
Hello observers! 

 

Proposals to observe with Steward's Opt/IR telescopes during the 2018B semester (August 2018 through 

January 2019) are due April 2 (Monday), at noon. We will no longer track and correct non-compliant 

proposals, so please adhere to the following instructions. For more information see the following Web 

pages. 

 

1. Proposal Information 

Please read the “News” items about instrumentation and telescopes on the Steward Observatory proposal 

Web page at https://www.as.arizona.edu/telescope-proposals. In particular, new items are posted about 

LBT, MagAO, MMTAO, Binospec at MMT, SPOL, and the Arizona Robotic Telescope Network 

(ARTN). 

 

2. The submission files (soprop.tex; soprop.cls) have changed (!): 

If you use outdated forms, the automated processing will fail and your proposal will be lost. 

The latest versions (v1.33) of both are attached to this message and also can be obtained from the 

“Submission Site” below. You must upload both forms as described. 

 

3. Submission Site:  

http://pangu.as.arizona.edu/ 

username:  azprop 

passwd:  props18b 

 

4. Submission Process: 

There are options for both original submission and also for revised submissions. 

 

NAME YOUR FILES: first initial // last name // number.tex and .pdf  

For example: (dmccarthy1.tex and dmccarthy1.pdf) and (dmccarthy2.tex and dmccarthy2.pdf), etc. 

File names must be less than 30 characters and WITHOUT special characters or spaces. 

 

USE THE PROPER TELESCOPE ABBREVIATION IN THE TEX TEMPLATE:  

The internal instructions list all of the acceptable telescope abbreviations. 

Otherwise, the automatic procedure will lose track of your proposal.  

 

USE ONLY ONE “PI-Name” and ONE MATCHING “PI-Email” ADDRESS. 

 

5. LBT proposers must also complete a Phase I Tool (PIT) submission. 
https://sites.google.com/a/lbto.org/proposal-submission/  

More LBT related links are available in the "News" section at 

http://www.as.arizona.edu/telescope-proposals 

 

6. Outside partner coordinators should send me their approved programs and not use the upload 

page. 

Please feel free to forward this message to all interested. Anyone can contact me to be added to the email 

alias. 

 

Best wishes for your success, 

Don (McCarthy) 
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